Katumba reported the men kicked him in his genitals and kept him locked standing in a wooden holding box that had protruding nails, where he could not move without “tearing … flesh”.

“The soldier did not like the fact that his son … was buried without his approval and in his absence,” Oscar said. The soldier was not identified.

Justin Mwangaza, a local civil society figure, said a civilian had picked up a bomb in a field and given it to a militiaman when it subsequently exploded. Nine people were killed and 16 injured, he said.

But on Friday “the chamber unanimously assesses Mr. Ntaganda’s liability for reparations at USD $31,300,000,” the Hague-based court said in a statement.

The conflict forced more than 2.4 million people to flee their homes for safer areas inside the country, according to the International Organization for Migration. Around 738,000 others have crossed into neighboring countries.

According to USIP’s vice president for Africa, Joseph Sany, and its acting director for Russia and Europe, Heather Ashby, the Wagner upheaval will not force Russia to reduce its roles in Africa — but it stains Western reputations and damages regional stability.
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So far, more than 30 Kenyans have lost their lives as a result of the anti-government demos. The Kenya National Commission on Human Rights said the move was “inappropriate and will traumatise the survivors at a time when they most desperately require empathy”.

Witnesses said the helicopters were sand camouflage, which the Malian military uses.

Both men said they could not carry the bodies with them out of fear of being stopped by the military. The whereabouts of the other men arrested in Séguéla on February 3 remain unknown.

“I was hit several times by different [white] soldiers with a rubber stick. The military communicated with us through signs. Some would order us to sit, others to stand, some would indicate ‘move,’ others ‘stay.’”

Doura.

On December 18, Malian soldiers unlawfully killed four civilians, including three women and one girl, and injured two other women in and around Thioffol, a small ethnic Fulani settlement within the village of Doura.

On May 25, the United States Department of the Treasury imposed sanctions on Ivan Maslov, the Wagner Group’s leader in Mali, “for his involvement in the actions of the Wagner Group in Mali.” On the same day, the African Union imposed economic sanctions on the Wagner Group.

Questions have been raised about how he managed to evade law enforcement despite a history of extremism and previous legal cases.
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surrendered to the state military on the request of the government. Sri Lanka needs to balance accountability, reconciliation under TRC – state foreign minister (economynext)

The Liberian Coast Guard upon order, initiated actions to secure the vessel by 1200hrs by conducting force boarding and securing the lower deck of the vessel which led the pirates to...

Recall that the vessel, MT TURA II (IMO number: 6620462), owned by a Nigerian registered company, Holab Maritime Services Limited, with registration Nnumber RC813311, was...

Nigerian National Petroleum Company Limited (NNPCL) to tackle oil theft, explained that most of the people perpetrating oil theft were also involved in kidnapping-for-ransom...

The co-sponsor of the bill, Son Har-Melech, said the law was designed to provide “proper and correct treatment to female Jewish victims” of “miscreants who get away with no or ridiculous punishments.”

The bill seeks to amend the penal code to add sexual harassment to a list of “offenses motivated by racism or hostility to the public” that would face a hardened sentence – implicitly downplaying the seriousness...

complaining that it is a bastardization of the language of the Bible.

Women’s advocacy groups fear that putting this power in religious courts’ hands will weaken women’s ability to advocate for sufficient alimony and child support for fear of being denied a “get” that would grant...

enjoy separate segregated swimming hours at their local pool or study in a single-sex class. Nowadays, she claimed, “this right is denied to women.”

“This statement is unworthy of our comment,” Kenya’s foreign affairs principal secretary Korir Sing’Oei said. The accusations were unfounded, he said, and that his country was neutral.

Another issue is the highly common practice of ‘oil bunkering’, meaning to steal, divert, or smuggle oil without authorization. Oil bunkering is widespread in the Navy, and a recent...

Given all these countermeasures and their increasing success, piracy in the region is as low as it’s been since 2018. However, many men continue to risk their lives and liberties to...

important, and this joint strategy demonstrates the good that can be achieved by working together.” This strategy was formulated only a month after Russian gas exports had been...

Kidnappings” was unprecedented and not seen anywhere near this volume elsewhere in the world. In addition to this, during the first four months of 2021, 40 crew members were...

Since 2020.

and the Volta River in Nigeria and Ghana, respectively. The Gulf is just off Western Africa, and its waters stretch from Liberia in the west all the way south-east to Angola. Its 6,000...

July 15, 2023

AANES officials have not yet given an official date for the start of trials for foreign fighters, but indicated that they plan to release more information in the near future.

“ISIS members should be treated as people who committed crimes – a criminal gang, committing ‘common’ crimes like murders, rape, terrorism,” he said. Asked what steps might be expected from the...

Moscow, which controls large parts of Ukraine’s east and south, denies abducting children and says they have been transported away for their own safety.

attempted mediation.

Today’s verdict can be appealed to the Supreme Court of the Republika Srpska.

Neighbouring Eritrea’s government has for years subjected its population to repression, including forced labour and conscription, and imposed harsh restrictions on freedom of expression and religion, causing...

July 15, 2023

Butare. Mr. Safari is said to have played a particular role at a roadblock called “Chez Premier”. Some witnesses describe his leadership role and his active participation in the arrests and executions of civilians...

rebalance the contradictory, to explain his situation”.

Madjaliwa Safari, domiciled near Tours, “firmly contests all of the facts with which he is charged” reacted to AFP his lawyer, Mr.e Abed Bendjador, who is expecting”judicial information that it allows to...

Becoming a journalist in Rwanda is a brave undertaking. During his career, John Williams Ntwali, the founder of the YouTube channel Pax TV-IREME...